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The ,boundary layer equations for the laminar flow past a porous vertical wall hBII 
been discussed for the free convection when the suction velocity is an oscillatory function 
of time. Expressions for the velocity and tem):lerature distrlbution.s have been calculated 
:In the non·dimensional forms. From these equations l the rate of heat transfer from the 
wall to the Buid, Nusselt number and skin·£riction have been calculated. It is found 
thot the rate of heat iransfcl' from the wa n to the fluid, decreases 85 the suction velocity 
increascs. The phase angle of the sklnfriction is abo found to decrease with increasing 
the unsteady part of the suction velocity. GIRphicnlly the variations for phasE' angle, 
steady part of velocity disrribution the skin friction have been shown in some cflses when 
the frequency of fluctuations are smell or lllrgc. Por large frequency of oscillations, 
he skin friction is found to lag behind the wall velocity fluctuations. This phase angle 
8 found to decrease as t11.e suction velocity increases. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The unsteady two-dimensional laminar flow was considered by Light-
hill (1954) for the velocity and thermal boundary layers. He has analyzed 
mathematically the equ.tions of motion and energy when the velocity of 
the on-coming fiow relative to the body oscillates in magnitude but not 
In direction. (Messiha, 1966) has considered unsteady oscillatory flow past 
an infillite fiat plate and calculated the expressions for the velocity, tem-
perature and skin-friction for small and large frequency of oscillations. It 
has been assumed (Messiha, 1966) that the suction velocity and free stream 
velocity and free stream velocity are both functions of time. It has been 
concluded there that the effect of increasing the suction velocity is that the 
amplitude of skin frictian is increased and the phase is decreased. For 
small value of the frequency of fluctuation, it is given (Messiha, 1966) 
that the wall temperature decreases for increasing the suction velocity. 
tal (1966) has considered the free convection problem when the suction 
velocity depends on time and expressians for skin and rate of heat 
transfer are aeduced. 
In the present paper, the al1thor has considered the problem of Messlha 
(1966) for free convention laminar flow when the dissipation tern is 
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neglected. The suction velocity is taken as VQ[!+.AiO'j where Vo is 
constant mean velocity and .A,,; I. For A=O, the problem is reduced to 
STeady suction velocity. Expressions for it (y, I), temperature, rate of heat 
transfer from the wall to the liquid, skin-friction have been calculated 
and interesting results are obtained regarding the dependence of the 
skin.friction and the rate of heat transfer from the boundary to flUid, 
on the fluctuating part of the suction velocity. The expressions are 
~xpanded for large and small frequency of oscillations and graphically 
\ some variations are represented. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL ERUATIONS 
Let i-axis be taken along the vertical plate and y.axis perpendicular 
to it. The equations which descrihe the unsteady free convection flow 
of a viscous incompressible flUid for the present problem are 
8. = 0 
8ji 
I 8p 
8y 
... 1.2 
... 1.3 
.. ·1.4 
where U, ; are velocity components, p the density, g the acceleration due 
to gravity, P the coefficient of volume expansion, I time, p the pressure ; 
v the kinematic coefficient of viscosity, t the temperature, t.. the 
temperature at infinity, K the thermal def£usivity. From (1.2), It is dear 
thrt. is a function I only. In a thin boundary layer'~~IS very sma!! and 
10 if - v, be the steady suction velOCity, we replace. by 
.. ·I,S 
where 
.A ~ I, 
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The above equations are reduced into non-dimensional froms by the 
substitutions of 
... 1.6 
T = g~L' ( f - f~ ) II ", I v', p = pL' I pv' I t', I , 
where T. is reference temperature and L is characteristic length. Equa-
tions 1.1 and 1.4 are replaced by 
a~ _ [ 1 + .A .'.' l~ = T + }'u 
at By ay' 
where a is the Prandtl number. The boundary conditions are 
t < 0 : u = v = T = 0 for y ~O } 
I ~ 0 : u = 0, v = - v, ( t ), T = 8 ( t ) for y =0 
y = DC: u (DC, t) - 1, T =0 
2. SOLUTIONS OF ERUA'flONS 
".1'7 
... 1.8 
".1.9 
To solve the equations 1.7 and 1.8, With above boundary conditions, 
we assume 
'U (y,t) = F,(y)+F"(y),e i., + JI',(y).'e"·'t ... -I- Ji',(y)e'e"·· ",2.1 
l' (y,t) = T,(y) -I- T,(y)"i., -I- T,(y).'e"·'-I- ". -I- T,(y).'e"·' ... 2,2 
where. is small parameter such that E', ,I, e', ." .' are neglcgibly small 
quantities. If, we give the wall temperature as cos wi, cos 2wt, ." we 
consider real parts of equations 2.1 and 2.2. 
Substituting 2.2 into 1.8 and equating the coefficient of E" and har-
monic terms, we have 
in w T.-A T' ~-l '" ... 2.3 
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where 
n = 0, 1, 2, ... 
The boundary conditions for 1', are reduced to 
y =0: T, = T. (0) = e, (say), T, (0) = 9" ... T, (0) = 9, 
... = 1', = 0 
} ... 2.4 
\ 
\ 
, 
Solving 2.3 wlth the boundary conditions from the set 2.4, we have 
T. ( y ) = e. exp ( - u y ) ... 2.S 
... 2.6 
where, h= i{ 1+ V1+4iw/; J m = -; [1+VH-Siw/u ] ... 2.8 
Using equaitons 2.1 and 2.2 into 1.7, we have following relation from 
equating the coeJlicient& of E' and harmonic terms, 
.. 2.9 
where n = 0, 1, 2, .. 
Solving above equation and the following boundary conditions for F, 
Y = ° : F. = 1'\ = F, = ... = 1', = 0 } 
Y=oc·1'=lF=F= F=O • el  Z ". II 
... 2.10 
we have for 1'0 F, and F, 
... 2.11 
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-, [ (1 A F,(y)= _t__ Ah~ ~,-' ':) 8 a'A' 
m'-m-2iw -8.+ h' h 2' - 1:::r-2 ] 
- a- ?,wa W 
Ahe. -/0, [ _ a( 9'-~~)J A'(l+a) _, _ + c -- .~- - +.- .-- e +0, c D' 213 h'-h-Ziw h'-hu-2;wu 2w' .... 
where the constant of integration 0" is easily obtained by using the 
boundary condition at y=.O The values of the constants D, a, band c 
are 
D = H 1+ v'f+ ai;;' 1, a = a ~, uP I 
A ( i 6. ) . 6 A .. ·2.14 b ~ a - - . 0' (" a ) 
- w. , = -w-- 8, 
u' - a -'w /(h'-h-iw) 
m,={-[l + v'1+4iw] 
3. DISCUSSIONS 
If 1, be the rate of heat addition from the plate to the fluid, we have 
=--'- 6,a+ .. ,wl 8,h+ --(a-h) + ...... k u.' { . [ 'B,aA ] } 
g~L' OJ 
..,3.1 
after sub&titutions and simplifications. 
And if N be the Nusselt number, we have 
.N= 
where t. is the wall temperature. Since h>a, we see that q and N 
decrease as A increases or the suction velocity increases. 
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If To be the 5kin-friction, we have 
T =,.[ BilJj=O 
o 8y 
The 5kin-triction is obtained in term5 of band c which afe complex 
quantities. Hence to combine wi with phase angle, we have to separate 
real and Imaginary part. 
Case ( i) if OJ is ".aU 
From the expressions for F 0 and T" we sec that these are indepen-
dent of ro. Hence we have deduced the expressions of F, and T, for 
small or large frequency of oscillatlOos. For small values of w, we have 
( 4w' ) ( 16 w') m ;:,; a + --;- + i Z OJ - ~,- + 0 (w') 3.4 
( w') ( Zoo') h:::; '+-.- +i w--., + o (w') 3.5 
which may be written as for example 
m =m; + im, 3.6 
where m, = ( • +J;;w~) ,mi = ( Z w - l~,w') if terms of order 
",' are neglected. Similarly, We usc 
h = I"~ + i I"~ ... 3.1 
where h, and k; obtained as in the case of m, and m;. [n the same 
manner, we have 
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= [(~+~-)+w. (~!2._. ___ ~_)] 
a-I a(u -1)' a' (a-I)' a' (a-l)' 
+i[:'" -- A~,,-+~( 1 + ~-)J 3.8 
w(a-l) o(a-l)' a(a-l) 
3.9 
and 
C = Or + iO; 
... 3.10 
If w' and high er products of ware neglected, we have 
where 
... 3.12 
and 
+ :![~"+ "-:-_ a.' (_' -0')] w a 2 - a e--e ".3.\3 
Thus if only real parts are considered, we have from above 
equations, 
\) -, 8 (-' -.') '~y,t=l-e +_ " __ e -e +f/Fllcos(wltll) 
a (a-l) ... 3.14 
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where 
I F I =v'F,,'+F,;; 
-'(F) 0( = tan ...!!.. 
F" 
} 
Thus the phase angle of the velocity distribution Inside the boundary 
layer leads by an angle ". 
The motion becomes independent of time if 
" = .. ( 71 + t ) - wi, 71 == 0, 1, 2, _3.16· 
Also, we have " = ,,/2 for 0, = - u. From above equations, we 
see that the unsteady part of u ( y, t ) increases by increasing the value of 
A, on which the suction velocity depends. Thus increasing the suction 
velocity, we see that the unsteady part of the velocity distribution inside 
the boundary layer increases. TIle variations of steady part of II (!I, t) 
with y, have been shown in figure 1. 
5 
o~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ 
o -2...-",,! 4 
Figure I. Graph between l-e -, + 9, (a _ 1) ( e -I _ e -01 ) 
and !/ for given 9, and U, 
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The variations of other parameters such as FI r, FI" Fl and "may also 
similarly be represemted graphically. The graphical representations in such 
cases are done in other cases. 
Using the expansions for ,. from equation 3.5 into 2.2, 
T(!/,I) = 8v exp ( - uy) + •• ,., [T tr+ iThl ... 3.17 
when .2 and other small terms are neglected. The expressions for T I r 
and T H are given by 
7'1' = e -0' (B,-BouA!!) l 
T;; = OJe-"' [Bo i Ay' -yB, ] f ... 3.18 
Thus we may easily write 
7' ( y, I ) = Doe -01 + • I Tl I cos ( OJI + y) .. .3.19 
where, 
... 3.20 
The variation of angle 'I' with !I has been shown graphically in figure Z 
for given u, .t, 8" 81t ... The value of y on the wall is "I. if 8, = O. 
From the figure (when .t = 80 = t, u = 1, 9" = ! ) we see that if OJ 
increases, the value of phase angle, y also increases with respect to ". 
The angle 'I' becomes negative between II = 0 and !/ = 1 which implies 
that temperature distribution inside the boundary layer lags behind the 
wall fluctlons between II '" 0 and "'" 1. Between 11 = 1 and !I = 2, 
this angle Is positive and then temperature distribution leads by an angle 
)'for 1~" ";;.Z. 
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Figure 2. ____ ,w =0.5:.-- _______ ., .. = Z.O 
From equations 3.5 and 3.1, we have 
q = l~;f.' { 8,a + .e ,., [ e, a + e, a A + i .. e, ] + ... } ... 3.21 
which considering the real parts may be written as 
~0{ } q = u~IF B,a +. I B I cos ( .. t + IJl ) + __ 
where B = B, + i E, ~ a ( 9, + 9, A ) + i ( .. 9,) } 
and ~ = tan-I -!!.<.. B, 
... 3.22 
... .3.23 
By an inspection of equations of set 3.23, we see that angie Gl will 
be positive and thus the rate of heat transfer has a lead over the surface 
temperature fluctuations. The variations of angle III with .. has been 
drawn in figure 3 for various values of A when 9, = 9, = !, a = Z. From 
figure 3, we see that this angle III is positive and increases as .. incteases. 
The increment in C!I is large upto .. = 1.5 and from w = 1.5 to 3.5 slow 
and for w> 3.5 it is very slow. AJJ A increases, the angle Gl is found to 
decrease, If d incr~ases, We see that the suctiol1 velocity ~crease~1 
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Figure 3. Curves showing ~ =tan-' Bi/Bi VB • ., for A = 0, t, 1 
To find the expression for the skin friction, we put the expansions 
for lIZ, Ii, b and c into equation 3.3 and get 
... 3.25 
where iii, "1Ii1 and other terms are known from equations 3.4 to 3.10 and 
M, and 11; are easily known from equations 3.24 and 3.25. 
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Using the values ofm" mi etc. and simplifying, we have 
- 2(a-2) } -91 ] 
- (4a+2) (3a-8) I] 
a(a-l)~ 
Thus from above equations 3.26 and 3.27, we observe. that for 
sufficiently small values of w, M, and M, are approximately given by lirst 
terms of the equations. Equation 3.25 may be written approximately by 
considering real parts alone, 
where M = yMiI+ Mi' 
M 
and the sign of tan-I __ --L depends upon the values of w, 9., a and A. M, 
The variations of M with A for given values of OJ has been shown graphI-
cally in figure'" when a = 31l, 9, = 1. This has been selected for simpli-
city of calculations and then a linear relation exists between M and A 
when OJ is given certain value. It is found from the graph that M and A 
increases rogether and thus the skin friction increases as the suction 
velocity increases. 
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2 
2 :5 
---"'-A 
Figure 4. Graph between M and A for OJ = f, t, t, 1. 
CaBS (ii) if OJ i8 large 
If .,-2 and higher negative powers of ware omitted, we laave in 
this case 
h::::'y--;;;-;' (1+i) 
m::::.v.,Za (1+ i ) I 
b ::::.+'[ A a~ ( a-I) + A a 9, ] + iA., a ~ _ 3.30 
h~-h-iOJ~(a-l)[(-1-+ y-~O'+i("+n)J I 
e ..... ~~-+~ J 
- .,I(a-l) .,(.,...1) 
Thus we have 
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T ' ~ '90aA [ ., ,"'- ] ,=", e-'y'iwat-w- e- .. -e- V.wa ... 3.31 
Kv",{ i.f [ .-and q = UfiL 0out,. 6,V.wo 
t iO,;J! ( a-Vi';;;) t ... } ] 
where, we easily find that q decreases as A increases. However if the' 
real and imaginary parts are separated, we bave 
q = ~ p'l:' [ 8, t 0+ , {fl' y-;;;-; cos ( w t +i ) 
t 0,:' A cos (w tH) -8,aA V .;- cos (wl-Pr) } t ... J 3.34 
from which looking at various terms, it is clear that the wall temperature 
leads by certain angles. The values of F, and T, are unelfected by 
changes in w· If we substitute the equations 3.32 and 3.31 into 2.1 and 
2.2, we have expressions for u(Y,t) and T(y, t) with the help of equations 
2.5 and 2.11. 
Now using the equations of set 3.30 into 3.3, we have 
T 1"', [1 8, + '.'{L· 'L} ] '=0 t-;;" .. 't·it ...... 
where, L.=w1l2[A {a'" (1- _8<-)_0'" u(a-I) 
-w-, [Aa'(a-!)tAa'8J 
... 3.35 
... 3.36 
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d L -III [A { '" + 6.,,-119 -III } + 0;36, "III J' an ;.Ii = CU a ----;:-r- - Q. a-l 
+",-' [A (1-.,a __ 9~ __ )J+w-m[Aa.I' {'039. 
a (..',-1) a-I' 
.. .3.37 
Thus as in previous cases, the phase angle tan-1 L;/L, may ellBUy be 
calculated for given values of parameters, Dividing equations 3.37 and 
3.36, we easily see that L;/L, becomes -'IS' when OJ is very large. Thus 
for very large frequency of oscillations, the skin friction lags behind the 
wall fluctuations by 45'. If A = 0, i. e. steady suction we also have dte 
same conclusions. 
We see that L, and L; are important factors and thus its variations 
with II> has been shown graphically in figure 5 when a=0.64 8. = 8, = 1 
and A =0, t, 1. 
Figure 5. Curves shOWing L" and Lj against (II fQr A = 0, i. 1. 
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From the graph, we find that L; is always negative and thus ths skin-
friction lags behind the wall fluctuations. The value of the ratio of L, 
and L, may easily be calculated from the figure for given A at various 
values of OJ. As an example for w = 10, we have from figure 5, that 
I L,/L, I ~ I if A ,. O. Thus the phase angle becomes less than 45'. 
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